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Altronix Releases Upgraded LINQ™ Dashboard  
for Remote Power Management  

Manage and Maintain Virtually Unlimited LINQ Enabled Devices Over Multiple Sites

   

Las Vegas, NV (March 29, 2023) – Altronix, the recognized leader in power and data 

transmission products for the professional security industry, is showcasing the latest 

version of its LINQ™ Dashboard for remote power management here at ISC West 2023 

in booth #11073. This new dashboard supports virtually unlimited Altronix LINQ enabled 

products throughout multiple sites, providing comprehensive remote power diagnostics.  

 

“This new version of our LINQ Dashboard simplifies deployment and enables remote 

management of more Altronix products across multiple locations,” said Ronnie 



Pennington, Director of Sales for the Americas, Altronix. “A new feature eliminates the 

need to open ports for each device during set-up, saving valuable time.” 

 

Altronix LINQ technology allows users to remotely monitor, report and control power 

from anywhere over the network. LINQ Dashboard allows for multiple groups of 

products across any number of locations. Dashboard v12 is backward compatible with 

existing LINQ enabled devices, which ensures a smooth transition when upgrading. 

This includes the ability to update the software of multiple devices at one time, and 

receive on-screen notifications when a product’s firmware is outdated. Status reports 

have been further expanded to include the monitoring of current, voltage, internal 

temperature, batteries, and more. The new dashboard has also been third-party verified 

for cybersecurity protections.   

 

For more information on Altronix’s extensive line of products, visit 
www.altronix.com or visit ISC West 2023 booth #11073. 
  
About Altronix   
Altronix Corporation is the leading designer and manufacturer of quality low voltage 
electronics for the video surveillance, security, fire, access control and automation 
markets that deliver “More than just power”. Altronix corporate headquarters is located 
in Brooklyn, NY, U.S.A. occupying approximately 200,000 square feet with the latest 
manufacturing technologies providing the highest levels of quality and reliability. Altronix 
is an ISO 9001 registered firm. Altronix products are NDAA and TAA compliant and 
carry a lifetime warranty.   
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